The Design and
Technology Curriculum

Intent

At Lincoln Carlton Academy our design and technology curriculum is designed to prepare children for the developing world. The subject encourages children to
become creative problem-solvers, both as individuals and as part of a team. Through the study of design and technology children combine practical skills with an
understanding of aesthetic, social and environmental issues, in order to design and make a product. Evaluation is an integral part of the design process and allows
children to adapt and improve their product. This is a key skill which they need throughout their life. Design and Technology helps all children to become
discriminating and informed consumers and potential innovators. We feel that the teaching of food and nutrition is of great importance and holds great relevance in
current times. For this reason, children will study a food and nutrition unit in every Key Stage. By instilling a love of cooking in pupils will also open a door to one of
the great expressions of human creativity. Learning how to cook is a crucial life skill that enables pupils to feed themselves and others affordably and well, now and in
later life.

Implementation

Our Design and Technology curriculum is built around essential knowledge, understanding and key skills. These are broken into year group expectations and show
clear continuity and progress. All teaching of design and technology follows the design, make, and evaluate cycle. The design process should be relevant in context,
to give meaning to learning. While making, children should be given choice and a range of tools to choose freely from. When evaluating, children should be able to
evaluate their own products against a design criteria. Each of these steps should be rooted in technical knowledge and vocabulary.

Impact

We use a range of Key Performance Indicators and quizzes to ensure pupils develop the following:
Develop the creative, technical and practical expertise needed to perform everyday tasks confidently.
Build and apply a repertoire of knowledge, understanding and skills in order to design and make high-quality prototypes and products for a wide range of users and
critique, evaluate and test their ideas and products and the work of others.
Understand and apply the principles of nutrition and learn how to cook. Children will design and make a range of products.
Develop a critical understanding of its impact on daily life and the wider world.

Progression through the Design and Technology Curriculum
Cooking and
Nutrition

Mechanisms

EYFS
• Use a knife
to cut fruit
at snack
time.

KS1
• Cutting and peeling techniques.
• Know importance of variety of food in
diet.
• Choose own tools for a task.
• Follow a simple set of instructions.

LKS2
• Peeling, chopping, slicing, grating &
sieving.
• Recognise components of a healthy
diet.
• Recognise that food & drink provide
energy.
• Identify origin of a range of food
stuffs.
• Understand healthy and varied diet
• Prepare and cook range of savoury
dishes
• Understand seasonality
• Add to repertoire of techniques
• Measure and weigh ingredients
accurately

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Explore a
range of
different
construction
toys using
gears, axles
and wheels.

•
•
•
•
•

Basic fixing techniques
• Measuring & marking
• Scissors & hole punch
• Likes / dislikes & reasons why
Develop ideas using talk & simple
drawings
Understand how to identify a target
group
Choose and explain simple fixing
techniques
Explore and use mechanisms
Observe designs and use as a basis
for own

Create labelled drawings.
Devise alternative plans.
Consider function & aesthetics.
Choose, use & combine components.
Use simple tests to evaluate

UKS2
• Understand seasonality and food
processing.
• Know ingredients needed for health.
• Use increasing range of techniques
including boiling, simmering, and
skimming.
• Confidently use safe and hygienic
practice.
• Use appropriate tools and
equipment.
• Understand nutrients, water and
fibre.
• Understand increasing range of
techniques including. kneading,
baking and proving.
• Prepare & cook a range of savoury
dishes.
• Model & share using cross
sectional/exploded diagrams &
prototypes.
• Begin to use research & design
criteria.
• Apply a range of finishing techniques.
• Use results of investigations & it
sources, produce a detailed step-bystep plan.
• Integrate complex electrical systems.
• Program, monitor and control
products.
• Use CAD to generate, develop &
models.
• Devise a detailed design specification.
• Monitor and control a product.

Structures

Textiles and
materials

•

•

Explore a
range of
construction
toys that
toys that
involve
joining and
balancing
components.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore
joining
different
textiles and
paper
materials
using glue
eg. collage

•
•
•
•

Strengthening & stability.
Basic fixing techniques
Selecting own resources
How well does product work?
Drawing & labelling parts
Cutting and scoring.
Joining 2d and 3d materials.
Evaluate against children’s initial
aims.
Use running stitch to join two pieces
of felt (with pre-punched holes).
Begin to cut, shape and join fabric.
Explore different finishing
techniques.
Select the best tools and materials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand and use electrical
systems.
Strengthen, stiffen & reinforce more
complex structures.
Plan & order main stages of a
product.
Establish purpose & criteria for their
project.
Select from a wider range of tools.
Identify key stages in planning and
making.
Analyse design & material of existing
products.
Select from a range of tools and
techniques.
Make cuts, holes, and fixings
Create / outline template using rigid
fabric.
Draw round a template using tailor’s
chalk.
Use scissors accurately and thread a
needle.
Use running stitch to join two pieces
of felt.
Use back stitch to create a shape.

•
•
•
•

Joining & finishing accurately
Consider functionality & appeal
Design specification
Evaluate & implement modifications

•

Select & utilise wider range of
textiles.
Produce a detailed step-by-step plan.
Create a 3d product using sewing
techniques.
Evaluate their ideas and products
objectively.

•
•
•

Key Stage One – Design and Technology
Cross-Curricular Links
Theme: Towers,
History - significant historical events, people and
places in their own locality – Lincoln Castle
tunnels and turrets

Year 1 – Autumn 1
Focus: Structures

Design Task: Create a castle to tell a
story.

Art & design – painting effects

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Criteria, communicate, generate,
join, hinge, process, stability,
materials, construct, cardboard,
model, recycled

•
•
•
•

Develop ideas through talk and drawings and label parts.
Measure, cut and score with increasing accuracy.
Start to assemble, join, and combine 2D and 3D materials in order to make a product using different techniques.
Evaluate a product against their aims.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

EYFS – Children have had opportunities for jink modelling in child initiated play.

Year 1 – Creating and strengthening structures with marshmallows and
spaghetti

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Different types of castles: motte & bailey, stone keep and concentric
Features of castles: turrets, tower, drawbridge, arrow slits, ramparts, moat
Basic joining techniques including use of glues and masking tape
Different ways of making hinges and openings.
Design
Purpose of castle. Who would use it? What features would it need?
Consider how to strengthen structures: reinforcement, double thickness, corners, base.
Design criteria for a castle with annotated drawings.
Which key materials and tools will be needed?
Make key elements of castle to trial effectiveness of different materials.
Make
Join materials using different techniques including glue and masking tape.
How will structure be strengthened?
How will decoration and detail improve the structure?
Evaluate
Does the finished product meet the original design criteria?
What changes would be made to improve the structure?
Can children discuss their ideas and appraise the work of others?

Definitions
Recycled - Treated so it can be used again
Process - A set of actions to achieve a goal
https://www.wikihow.com/Build-a-Castle-out-of-Cardboard-Boxes

Key Stage One – Design and Technology
Links
Topic: Moon Zoom Cross-Curricular
History – The history of space travel

Year 1 – Spring 1
Focus: Mechanisms
Design Task: Create a model moon buggy

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Wheels, axles, purpose, punch,
criteria, join, combine, hinge,
chassis, evaluate, doweling,
vehicle, rotate, mechanism,
investigate

•
•
•
•
•

Integrate key criteria into an overall design e.g. terrain, function
Use simple fixing techniques to assemble, join and combine materials enabling movement
Measure, mark out and cut a range of materials
Use tools including scissors and hole punch safely
Evaluate a product by saying what they like / don’t like and by identifying strengths and possible changes

Prior Learning

Next Steps

EYFS – Junk modelling using a range of household recycling items. Sticking fixed wheels on using glue.

Year 4 – Using pulleys to create a cable car.

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Array of different vehicles e.g. lorries, prams, cars, vans, ambulances, caravans, fire engines, tractors, buses
Identify, draw and label different features and parts of vehicles.
Existence of different terrain and how this affects design of vehicles.
Wheels and axles can be joined in two different ways:
• the wheel is attached tightly to the axle and the axle is free to rotate
• the axle is fixed with the wheel free to rotate around it
Different finishing techniques e.g. collage, paint, graphics
Design
A moon buggy is and All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV) so will travel over rocks, dust, rough surfaces.
Consider wheels, shape, decoration, features and chassis of buggy. Which Earth vehicles are similar? Would it need to carry
anything? How will terrain affect design? Existence of design criteria.
Make
Variety and choice of materials, tools and joining components.
Reference to and adaptation of original design.
Evaluate
Reference to design criteria e.g. different terrain, key features, ability to transport objects
Consideration of successful elements and necessary improvements.

Definitions
Axle - The shaft on which wheels are carried.
Chassis - The frame of a vehicle.
Doweling - Wood or other material in a long, thin rod
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage One – Design and Technology
Theme: The Enchanted Woodland

Key Vocabulary

Cross-Curricular Links

Year 1 – Summer 1
Focus: Structures

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

structure , strength, criteria,
investigate, temporary, weight,
base, evaluate, waterproof,
windproof, stable, steady, sturdy
permanent

•
•
•
•
•

Explore how structures can be made stronger, stiffer, and more stable.
Use fixing techniques to assemble, join and combine materials.
Communicate with others about how they want to construct their product.
Select appropriate resources and tools for their building projects.
Start to evaluate their product by discussing how well it works in relation to the purpose.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Knowledge to be taught
Research
What is a structure? Teach difference between permanent and temporary. Explore temporary shelters including gazebos,
tents, tee-pees
How can a structure be strengthened? Children to create the strongest marshmallow and spaghetti structure.
Which towers are the strongest? Which can hold the most weight?
o
One piece of spaghetti is not very strong but if you use lots of pieces you can build a strong, tall tower.
o
Each piece takes a little of the weight – of the tower and of whatever you place on top.
o
Towers that don’t lean to much often become narrower as they become taller.
o
Compare to similar structures – e.g. electricity pylons, The Eiffel Tower
https://learning-resources.sciencemuseum.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/SMG-Learning-Activities-SpaghettiStructures.pdf
Design
Design criteria for a good shelter:
o
A strong basic structure – strengthening techniques including triangles
o
Strong joints – fixing materials including string
o
A cover – key properties including waterproof and windproof
Make
Variety and choice of materials, tools and joining components.
Reference to and adaptation of original design.
Evaluate
Reference to design criteria, consider successful elements and necessary improvements.
Experience each other’s shelters and simulate conditions. How strong is our shelter?

Definitions
Structure - Something which has been built.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Design Task: Create a den

Key Stage One – Design and Technology
Links
Theme: Dinosaur Dig Cross-Curricular
English – Speaking and listening
History – The dinosaurs of the Jurassic period
Maths – Measuring length

Year 1 – Summer 2
Focus: Mechanisms/Paper
Craft

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

hole punch, paper fastener,
handle, lever, metal, pivot, slider,
direction, length, sequence,
blade, balance, movement,
forward, backwards

•
•
•
•
•

Design Task: Make a moving picture
for a class story book

Develop ideas more fully through talk and simple drawings.
Understand how to identify a target group for what they intend to design and make based on a design criteria.
Explain how they intend to fix simple materials & choose from a range of methods.
Explore and use mechanisms to make a product which moves.
Observe designs and use as a basis for their own creations.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

EYFS – Children will have experienced pop up books through their play at home and in nursery/school

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Discuss a range of books, cards and other products that have moving parts. What does the moving part do? How does it
work? What effect does it have? Surprise? Does it show how something works? Does it work well? Use a simple moving
picture book to talk about how levers / sliders can be used to make movement & bring stories to life.
Explore use of simple lever and sliding mechanisms using card strips and paper fasteners & construction kits.
Investigate products that include levers eg a balance, a pair of scissors.
Create drawings with arrows to show movement and label parts/materials eg blade, handle, metal.
Design
Discuss with the children the requirements for their story with a moving picture. Who is the story for? What might it be like?
How could you do this? What must the individual picture do? How is it going to move?
Discuss types of finishing techniques that could be used eg collage, paint, felt-tip pens & pros and cons of each.
Consider order in which things need to be done. How will this be achieved? What do you need to do first?
Children to model their ideas first in paper or card (this mechanism could be used in the final picture or model)
Make
Talk through ideas with the children as they begin to make and during different stages of making. How well is this working?
What could you do to make it better?
Use chosen resources to construct mechanism so that it functions smoothly and with accurate movement.
Evaluate
What did audience think of the lever mechanisms within the story? How easy were they to operate? How might the
mechanism be improved using different materials / size of resource etc

Definitions
Pivot - The point of support of a lever, around which it moves
Lever - A bar or rod that moves about a pivot.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage One – Design and Technology
Year 2 – Autumn 1
Links
Focus: Textiles and Materials
Theme: The Scented Cross-Curricular
Science – insect habitats
Art and Design – observational drawing
Garden
Key Vocabulary
Knowledge to be taught and key skills
Label, mock-up, template, fabric,
sewing needle, running stitch,
puppet, seam, stitch, thread,
binca, hessian

•
•
•
•

Design Task: Design and make a
finger puppet to help to tell a story.

Demonstrate how to cut, shape and join fabric to make a simple product.
Use basic sewing techniques including running stitch to join two pieces of felt (with pre-punched holes).
Start to choose and use appropriate finishing techniques based on own ideas.
Select the best tools and materials.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

In EYFS children will have experienced threading activities. They will also have experienced lacing cards.

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Examine a selection of hand puppets / finger puppets made from a variety of materials. How has the puppet been put
together? What type of fabric has been used? What has been added? Who might the puppet have been made for? How well
has it been made?
Identify key features including stitching and how elements are joined. Children to label these key elements.
Explore a range of puppet shows and share how puppets make characters come to life in stories.
Design
Children practise basic sewing techniques eg starting, ending, running stitch, using eg hessian, binca / plastic mesh.
Children practise using a template to cut out two identical pieces of fabric and fix together in a variety of ways.
Children consider how they will add features and bring characters to life. How do you want your character to look?
Make
Children devise design criteria. Who will your puppet be for and what job wil it do? Whose hand must it fit? How secure will
it need to be? What does it need to look like? “A good puppet should be…”
Children create a plan for their chosen character and identify techniques they will use.
Children create a paper mock-up of their template which can be used as a pattern.
Children focus on accuracy when marking out, cutting, joining and finishing.
Evaluate
Children to compare with design criteria.
Have the pieces been joined securely and effectively? Can children identify the character and it chosen expression or mood?
Can the puppet be used effectively to tell a story?

Definitions
Template - A device that allows a shape to be drawn accurately and repeatedly onto a sheet of materials
Seam – A line where two pieces of fabric are sewn together in a garment or other article.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage One – Design and Technology
Cross-Curricular Links
Theme: Food,
Mathematics – weighing and measuring ingredients
Science – nutrition
Glorious Food

Year 2 – Spring 1
Focus: Food and nutrition

Design Task: Make a biscuit for a
celebration

Art and Design – drawing

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Combine, cream, mix, ingredient,
healthy, hygiene, texture, flavour,
sweet, measurement, research,
evaluate, equipment, criteria

•
•
•
•
•

Plan and prepare simple dishes safely and hygienically.
Demonstrate how to use techniques such as cutting and peeling.
Recognise the need for a variety of food in a diet.
Choose and use tools and materials that are appropriate to a task.
Follow a set of instructions to reach a desired goal.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

EYFS/Year 1 – Children will have experienced baking activities at school and perhaps at school.

Year 3 – Evaluate existing smoothies and create a new smoothie.
Year 4 – Create a snack for a bake sale
Year 5 – Create a meal using homegrown produce
Year 6 – Create a healthy heart food

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Compare and contrast a variety of sweet and savoury biscuits and ingredients. What is a biscuit? When do we eat them?
What are our preferences and have they always been the same?
Consider the appearance, shape, cost, flavour, texture and record as a profile for each biscuit.
Explore different types and features of packaging. What is its function?
Design
Consider which type of mixture to use – different textures of gingersnaps, shortbread, fortune cookies, matzos etc.
Which ingredients could be added? What shape will the biscuit be? How will it be finished?
Devise design specification based on purpose of biscuit: gift, tree decoration, party food
What is the age range? Which celebration will it be for? (Christmas, birthday)
Cross-section of biscuit to show content and list of ingredients.
Make
Follow a recipe by selecting the correct ingredients and tools to create the biscuit.
What will you do first? In what different ways could you complete each element of the task?
Ensure accuracy of measurement, careful use of tools, reference to design and adherence to recipe
Evaluate
Conduct a taste test and compare taste, texture and appearance.
How could design be refined and product improved?

Definitions
Texture - The feel of food in the mouth e.g. creamy, chewy or the feel of a surface e.g. rough, smooth
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Links
Theme: Tribal Tales Cross-Curricular
History – changes in Britain from Stone Age to Iron
Age
English – descriptive writing

Key Vocabulary

Year 3 – Autumn 2
Focus: Materials and
components

Design Task: Create a replica
artefact

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Artefact, fixing, attachment,
replica, purpose, design,
evaluate, authentic, adapt,
shaft/head

•
•
•

Start to order the main stages of making a product and plan accordingly.
Recognise how products have been designed, and what materials and techniques were used in construction.
Select a wider range of tools and techniques when making a product work accurately to make cuts, hols and fixings.

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Explore images of stone age and iron age tools through museum websites.
http://www.schoolsprehistory.co.uk/2015/04/29/museums-with-stone-age-to-iron-age-collections-on-display/
Identify different types of tool and their purpose: harpoon, spear, net, bow & arrow, cleaver, chopper, axe, hoe
List different materials, fixings and attachments used.
Design
Decide upon which tool will be recreated and use investigations to devise design criteria. What shape does it need to
be? How will you make it 3D? Which material or decoration will make it look most authentic?
Draw and label the design for the tool including the materials that will be needed.
Make
Trial use of different materials to create the head and shaft of the tool – soap, cardboard, recycle materials, wood –
and adapt design and product as necessary.
Which tools will we use and how will we use them safely?
Evaluate
Set up a classroom museum to display created artefacts and accompanying descriptive labels.
Compare products with those in existing museums. How are our versions the same and different? What would we
do to improve our designs?
Match product to design criteria.

Definitions
Replica - An accurate copy of an object
Artefact - An object that has been made by a human being
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

https://www.tts-group.co.uk/blog/2016/06/02/stone-age-toolslesson-ideas.html
https://kidzfeed.com/stone-age-tools/

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Year 3 – Summer 2
Links
Focus: Food and Nutrition
Theme: People who Cross-Curricular
Maths – measures & statistics
Computing – questionnaires & databases
shook the World
Key Vocabulary
Knowledge to be taught and key skills
Consumer, nutrition, design,
taste, garnish, product, evaluate,
peel, sieve, grate

Design Task: Create a cold drink for
a friend

Demonstrate how to use a range of techniques such as peeling, chopping, slicing, grating and sieving.
Know how a healthy diet is made up from a variety and balance of different food and drink.
Begin to recognise that food and drink provide energy for the body identify foods which come from the UK and other parts of the world.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 2 – Evaluate existing biscuit products and create a new biscuit.

Year 4 – Create a healthy snack for a bake sale
Year 5 – Create a meal using homegrown produce
Year 6 – Create a healthy heart food

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Variety of drinks and how they are made. Research could include tasting, advertising and cost.
What are healthy ingredients? Do you buy cold drinks? Which ones and why?
Observe labels, adverts, decorations and garnishes. What are the important features?
Evaluate range of cold drinks by considering taste, texture, nutritional value and appearance. Record & compare.
Explore combinations of ingredients such as yoghurt & fruit juice, puree & juice, milk & drinking chocolate
Explore adding honey / sugar / fruit to make it sweeter, ice or frozen fruit slices to make it colder and mashed fruit or
ice-cream to make it thicker.
Design
Use results of investigations to create design for friend’s drink – cost ingredients to find total cost of product.
Consider preferences, requirements of their ‘consumer’ partner. What questions will you ask your partner?
Design specification to include: main ingredient, any added fruit, other ingredients, appearance & decoration.
Make
Ensure safe use of tools and resources.
Measure ingredients carefully and accurately.
Can children taste and adjust product during process? Make changes to respond to consumer reactions.
Evaluate
Compare product with design specification and obtain feedback from consumer.
How could the drink be improved? What would you do differently next time?

Definitions
nutrition energy obtained from food
garnish decorative topping
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Year 4 – Autumn 2
Cross-Curricular Links
Focus: Food and Nutrition
Theme: Bottoms,
Science – Digestion and food chains
PSHE – Healthy Eating
burps and bile
Key Vocabulary
Knowledge to be taught and key skills
Fibre, packaging, spread,
combination, bake,
temperature, savoury,
proportion, energy, process,
preserve, quantity

•
•
•
•

Design Task: Create a healthy snack
for a bake sale

Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet.
Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes & understand seasonality.
Add to repertoire of techniques with, mixing, spreading and baking.
Measure and weigh ingredients accurately.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 1 – Evaluate existing biscuits and design and create a new product.
Year 3 – Evaluate existing smoothies. Design and create a new product.

Year 5 – Create a meal using homegrown produce
Year 6 – Create a healthy heart food

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Evaluate a range of healthy snacks that are currently available in the marketplace. What packaging is used? How do
they taste? What are the ingredients? What is it that makes each of these snacks healthy?
Compare importance of sugar, salt, fat, fibre and fruit/veg proportions. Compare sweet and savoury muffins.
Design
Consider range of healthy ingredients and taste test combinations before deciding upon final recipe.
Create class design criteria. What size will muffin be? What proportion of ingredients will you include?
Appraise range of muffin recipes. What quantity will you make? What equipment will you need?
Make
Demonstrate basic muffin recipe including ways of mixing and combining.
Make a list of ingredients and equipment that will be needed. What is safe way of using oven? How can we maintain
hygienic practices?
Encourage children to taste and, if time allows, review recipe as required.
https://www.stayathomemum.co.uk/recipes/8-healthy-muffin-recipes-for-school-lunches/
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/collection/savoury-muffin-recipes
Evaluate
How does the product taste and smell? Is the appearance appealing to the consumer?
Consider their products against the design specification and record improvements they might make.
Allow time for hildren to refine the design and make the improved product.

Definitions
Fibre - Thread from which a vegetable tissue, mineral substance, or textile is formed.
Proportion - A part, share, or number considered in relation to a whole
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Year 4 – Spring 1
Cross-Curricular Links
Focus: Mechanisms
Theme: Misty
Geography – mountains
History / English – exploration / biographical
Mountain Sierra
Key Vocabulary
Knowledge to be taught and key skills
Annotate, view, label, alternative,
purpose, function, aesthetic,
component, load / effort, pulley

•
•
•
•
•

Design Task: Create a cable car to
carry a toy

Create labelled drawings from different viewpoints.
Devise alternative plans if initial ideas are unsuccessful.
Consider function and aesthetics when choosing materials and components.
Choose, use and combine components in different ways.
Use simple tests to evaluate products.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 1 – Design and create a moon buggy (axles and wheels)

Year 5 – Create a rollercoaster – gears and pulleys

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Explore & practise creating key elements of pulley mechanism
Examine pulley mechanisms in books, video clips and internet / Observe different types of cable cars
Use Lego STEM challenge / Scout Task to create zip line https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/lego-zip-linehomemade-toy-zip-line-kids/
https://www.teachingideas.co.uk/sites/default/files/scoutsmakeaminizipline.pdf
Design
Collect images, styles and techniques for cable cars
Create a design specification to include answers to following questions:
• How will carriage be propelled? Manually by handle or battery operated?
• How will pulley mechanism be constructed? Which material will be used? (card, wood, plastic)
Make
Trial chosen mechanism first using scrap card and adapt design if necessary.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PwY_pPs7jGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9A9vKCtj04w
Evaluate
Invite partner class to operate products. How closely does the end product match the original design?
Could the cable car be made to look better or work more effectively?
Could different materials or techniques be used to improve the design?

Definitions
Load - The weight supported by a structure or part
Effort - The force or energy that is applied to a machine to accomplish a task
Pulley - A wheel used with a belt that grips onto it. There may be a groove in the pulley to help the belt grip
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

https://unsplash.com/collections/4849594/pictures-of-pulleys-for-kids
https://carrotsareorange.com/how-to-make-a-pulley/
(includes useful clips of how pulleys work)
http://www.educator101.com.au/fun/play-activities/simple-pulley-and-leveractivity-for-children/

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Year 4 – Summer 1
Cross-Curricular Links
Focus: Materials and Textiles
Theme: Terrible
History – Tudor rich and poor
Mathematics – money / conversion
Tudors
Key Vocabulary
Knowledge to be taught and key skills
Pouch, drawstring,
embellishment, tailor, thimble,
backstitch, embroider

•
•
•
•

Create a template using rigid fabric and use tailor’s chalk to draw around it
Use scissors to cut felt into the desired shape & thread a needle.
Use running stitch to join two pieces of felt (no pre-punch holes).
Use back stitch to create a shape on a piece of fabric.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 1 – Finger Puppets – Use a running stitch to join two pieces of fabric.

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Study examples of Tudor money pouches. What colours have been used? What shapes can you see? What
type of stitches have been used? Have any embellishments been added? How do the purses close to stop the
money from falling out?
Design
Use the results of the investigation to design a coin pouch against a set of design criteria developed by the
children. This should include a monogram of the child’s initial.
Make
Draw and cut out a cardboard template in the planned shape.
Draw around the template onto felt using tailor’s chalk. Do this twice to create two identical pieces of fabric.
Use tailor’s chalk to draw your initial on one piece of felt. Thread a needle with contrasting fabric and use
backstitch to embroider the initial.
Pin the two pieces of fabric together and use a running stitch around the outside of the shape (leaving a gap
as an opening.
Use a piece of ribbon to fasten the top of the pouch.
Evaluate
Is the pouch fit for purpose? Do the coins stay safe when it’s tipped upside down? Does the finished product
match the original design and design criteria?

Definitions
Embellishment - A decorative detail or feature added to something to make it more attractive
Embroider To decorate (cloth) by sewing patterns on it with thread
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Design Task: Create a Tudor coin
purse

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Cross-Curricular Links
Theme: The Great
Maths - measurement
Plague
Key Vocabulary

Year 5 – Autumn 1
Focus: Materials and Textiles

Calligraphy, bind, adhesive,
guillotine, folio, corrugated,
awl, fabric, spine, cover, board

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 1 – Join two pieces of fabric using a running stitch.
Year 4 – Add embroidery to a Tudor coin purse.

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Explore different styles of and strategies for book binding. How have they changed over time? What are
similarities and differences? What is the impact of each different technique in utility and aesthetic quality?
https://babbledabbledo.com/design-for-kids-recycled-handmade-journals/
https://incredibusy.com/easy-book-binding-two-ways/
https://blog.bookstellyouwhy.com/bid/230074/a-quick-history-of-book-binding
Design
Plan and record measurements in step by step procedure and detail tools that will be used.
Practise binding technique using needle and thread on individual card piecies.
Compare, contrast and select paper to be used in finished product.
Make
Fold sheets of paper in half to create folio or use individual pieces if smaller paper is being used.
Stack folio sheets and mark with a pencil where the holes will be made – punch holes using awl.
Follow identified pattern to stitch folio sheets together using embroidery needle and thread before tying off.
Evaluate
Does binding allow pages to fold over neatly and level? Which paper used is most effective in strength and
texture for writing on? Does binding hold tight and allow portfolio pages to remain together and in tact?
Compare and contrast accuracy of lining up pages and integrity of stitching.

Definitions
Bind - Tie or fasten (something) tightly together.
Folio - A sheet of paper folded once to form two leaves (four pages) of a book.
Corrugated - Shaped into a series of parallel ridges and grooves so as to give added rigidity and strength.
Awl - A small pointed tool used for piercing holes, especially in leather.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Design Task: Bind a book to record
calligraphy writing

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology

Year 5 – Spring 2

Theme: Man and Machine

Cross-Curricular Links

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Linkages, doweling, motor,
interface, framework, stability,
circuit, horizontal, transfer,
component, rotation, vertical

•
•
•
•

Focus: Mechanisms

Design Task: Create a miniature fairground ride to exhibit in a class museum

Start to generate, develop, model and share ideas through cross sectional / exploded diagrams & prototypes.
Begin to use research & develop design criteria to design functional & appealing products that are fit for purpose.
Apply a range of finishing techniques, including those from art and design & product a step-by-step plan.
Use results of investigations, information sources, including ICT when developing design idea.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 1 – Moon buggies (wheels and axles)
Year 4 – Create a cable car to carry a toy (pulleys)

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Look at a range of products which have moving parts / explore experiences and pictures of fairgrounds
Explore motors and circuits &how these link to rotation KQ: How do pulley and belt systems transfer movement
Look at structures of fairground rides using picture stimuli
Investigate
Provide children with range of equipment including wires, motors, switches, card, elastic etc to explore circuits
KQ: Which part of fairground ride would these systems control?
Provide children with range of resources to investigate frameworks including card, doweling etc
Design
Consider ideas from research undertaken & consider which part of ride will rotate / how movement is controlled.
Discuss which type of ride the children will make eg roundabout type (horizontal rotation) or Ferris
wheel type (vertical rotation).
List design criteria in order of importance. ‘To be successful our fairground ride should......’
Discuss how models will be finished
Make
Ask the children to make the rotating part of their product first and ensure that it can be rotated freely by hand.
Add the electric motor and drive belt & finish by adding cladding, colour, seats etc
Evaluate
Refer to original design criteria: KQ: Does the model rotate freely without the motor? Does the motor drive the ride
at the right speed? – Is the product an interesting fairground ride?

Definitions
Component – A part or element of a larger whole, especially a part of a machine or vehicle.
Rotation - The action of spinning about an axis or centre.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

How to make a simple electrical carousel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfEQOvEJ2uM
(many more examples online)

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Topic: Green Fingers Cross-Curricular Links
Key Vocabulary

Year 5 – Summer 2
Focus: Food and Nutrition Task: Create competition entry using homegrown
produce
Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Viscosity, harvest, digestion,
blend, functional, marketing,
nutritious, garnish, serrated,
colander, processor, seasoning

•
•
•
•

Understand seasonality and food processing systems.
Understand that different food and drink contain different substances needed for health.
Use increasing range of techniques including boiling, simmering and skimming.
Confidently create safe and hygienic working environment.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 1 – Biscuits
Year 2 – Smoothies
Year 4 – Healthy heart snack

Year 6 – Create a healthy heart snack

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Review Lincolnshire Show criteria & identify potential ingredients from produce grown in Lincolnshire
Provide a variety of soups with different textures / characteristics / veg from a variety of cultural traditions
Explore soups: name, viscosity, description, texture, appearance, shape, preferences
Consider criteria for making a soup that is good for health
Design
Choose main vegetable element, grow and harvest in school.
Consider different additional ingredients based upon research & plan design based upon basic soup recipe
https://www.myfussyeater.com/20-kid-friendly-soups/
Explore styles and designs of soup – create annotated sketches (broth, consommé, bouillon, pottage, bisque)
https://www.campbellsoup.co.uk/blog/what-are-different-soup-types/
Make
Children will know that soup requires a base / stock made using various root vegetables – use own produce.
Children consider quantities and proportions to ensure main flavour is dominant
Consider effects of different finishes / quantities / cooking methods/garnishes
Evaluate
Carry out taste testing and appraise using scoring system: texture / flavour / design & appearance
Which flavour is dominant? Is use of seasoning effective?

Definitions
Viscosity - The state of being thick, sticky, and semi-fluid in consistency, due to internal friction.
Serrated - Having a jagged edge; sawlike
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Cross-Curricular Links
Theme: A Child’s
History – Blitz / evacuation
Maths – ratio / scale
War

Year 6 – Autumn 2
Focus: Structures
Task: Create a scale model of a Morrison Shelter

Science – fair testing

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Government, Morrison Shelter,
bomb proof, blueprint,
prototype, annotate, exploded
diagram, computer aided design,
reinforce

•
•
•
•
•

Use research to develop design criteria and inform functionality of a product.
Explore use of computer aided design in design process.
Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment, considering functional and aesthetic properties.
Construct products using permanent and complex fixing techniques, knowing how to strengthen and reinforce.
Evaluate against specific design criteria and consider the views of others.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

KS1 – Create and strengthen structures (junk modelling/marshmallow and spaghetti)

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Explore different types of shelter including purpose / function / materials
Consider frameworks / internal and external skeletons
Identify key parts of structures including how they are strengthened and how key components are joined
Investigate
Explore strengthening and reinforcing techniques with paper cubes including triangular corners
Test properties of materials including durability, waterproofing and strength
Practise sawing and fixing techniques in focused practical tasks
Design
Develop specific design criteria / consider scale dimensions using research information
Use exploded diagram (blueprints), drawings & annotated sketches to share the design & create a prototype
Model ideas using straws and card to check dimensions and measurements- revise design as necessary
Make
Create by selecting, manipulating and fixing materials
Evaluate
Evaluate the shelter based on the design criteria developed
Compare purpose / function / appearance of each other’s structures & assess through testing as appropriate

Definitions
Durability - The ability to withstand wear, pressure or damage.
Prototype - A model of a design which shows how it works.
Blueprint - A guide for making something / a design or pattern that can be followed.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30082790
http://primaryfacts.com/508/morrison-shelter-facts/

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Links
Theme: Blood Heart Cross-Curricular
English – Pig Heart Boy

Year 6 – Spring 2
Focus: Food and Nutrition Task: Create a healthy heart food

Science – human circulatory
system

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Yeast, wheat, grain, prove, knead,
flour, dough, crust, rise, glaze,
bacteria, decay, mould,
specification, profile

•
•
•
•

Use appropriate tools and equipment, weighing and measuring with scales.
Know different food & drink contain nutrients, water and fibre that are needed for health.
Understand increasing range of techniques including kneading, baking and proving.
Know how to prepare & cook a range of savoury dishes safely and hygienically including the use of a heat source.

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Year 1 – Biscuit making
Year 2 – Smoothie making
Year 4 – Healthy snack for a bake sale
Year 5 – Meal made from homemade produce

Knowledge to be taught
Research
Provide a variety of breads and bread products with different characteristics from a variety of cultural traditions
Encourage the children to explore breads: name, weight, description, texture, appearance, shape, preferences
Discuss nutritional value and uses / survey types and amounts eaten
Invite guest speaker to share how break was made <40 years ago – differences and similarities
Consider criteria for making a break that is good for heart health
https://health.clevelandclinic.org/12-heart-healthy-foods-to-work-into-your-diet/
Design
Consider different additional ingredients based upon research & plan design based upon basic bread recipe
Consider: oatmeal / Blueberries / Dark chocolate (can lower blood pressure)/ Nuts (high in fibre and vitamin E) /
Flax Seeds (High in fibre and omega-3) / Pomegranate (improves blood flow to heart)
Explore styles and designs of bread – create annotated sketches
Make
Create basic bread mixture / bake bread using different types of flour (discuss proving process)
Use different ingredients and assess impact upon final product
Consider effects of different finishes / quantities / cooking methods
Evaluate
Carry out taste testing and appraise using scoring system: texture / flavour / design & appearance

https://www.history.com/news/a-brief-history-of-bread

Definitions
Prove - Become aerated by the action of yeast.
Knead - Work into a dough or paste with the hands.
Grain - Wheat or any other cultivated cereal used as food.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

Key Stage Two – Design and Technology
Links
Theme: Tomorrow’s Cross-Curricular
Science – circuits and
electricity
World

Year 6 – Summer 2
Focus: Mechanisms

Task: Create and programme robot to welcome school
visitors

History – technology
through the ages

Key Vocabulary

Knowledge to be taught and key skills

Monitor, specification, control,
robotic, algorithm, code, input,
output, model, flowchart,
programme, mimic, microchip,
microcontroller, soft/hardware

Understand and use electrical systems in their products, understanding role of more complex electrical circuits
Apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and control their products
Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through methods including computer-aided design
Draw up a specification for their design linking with computing, maths and science where relevant
Assemble components to make working models and program a computer to monitor and control their product

Prior Learning

Next Steps

Knowledge to be taught

https://www.ohbot.co.uk/scheme-of-work.html
Plan Bee Unit of Work Programming Pioneers
Robot building project with LCHS

Research
Children learn how computers and computer programs are used in a variety of products. What is a microchip?
How would the lights at a traffic junction be controlled? What is a microcontroller?
Chidlren write algorithms and create flow charts for products with embedded controllers e.g. DAB radio, smart light
Design
Children use Scratch programme to create code for programmable pelican crossing.
Build Ohbot as part of design phase in small groups and link to Scratch programming software. (see lesson
sequence)
Consider functions Ohbot could perform in school: reminders for children / welcome visitors etc – design criteria.
What movements / expressions / sounds will Ohbot need to perform?
Make
Chidlren gradually integrate a range of variables to enable Ohbot to move, react and work responsively.
Children create and trial algorithm for chosen Ohbot function, debugging programme as part of process.
Consider design specification and the control programme needed to achieve desired effect.
Utilise Scratch programme to adapt Ohbot variables.
Evaluate
Children improve their prototype designs by ‘debugging’ their software and/or hardware? What do audience /
consumers think of product? How well does it mean design specification? Respond to customer feedback.
Children consider how task and outcomes link to products that exist and have shaped world today.

Definitions
Microcontroller - A control device which incorporates a microprocessor / a small computer.
Microchip - A tiny wafer of semiconducting material used to make an integrated circuit.
https://20353.stem.org.uk/Nuffield%20Glossary2/glossary-c.html

